LECTURE - Theater Seating

300 ASF / 21 STATIONS = 14.3 ASF/STATION
THEATER SEATING

240 ASF / 20 STATIONS = 12 ASF/STATION
THEATER SEATING
LECTURE - Tables & Chairs

OCCUPANCY: 1-20

456 ASF / 18 STATIONS = 26 ASF/STATION
60" x 18" TABLES

589 ASF / 20 STATIONS = 29.5 ASF/STATION
60" x 18" TABLES

494 ASF / 18 STATIONS = 27.4 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES

630 ASF / 20 STATIONS = 31 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES

513 ASF / 18 STATIONS = 28.5 ASF/STATION
60" x 30" TABLES

635 ASF / 20 STATIONS = 32 ASF/STATION
60" x 30" TABLES

532 ASF / 20 STATIONS = 26.6 ASF/STATION
60" x 18" TABLES

560 ASF / 20 STATIONS = 28 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES
LECTURE - Tablet Arm Chairs

473 ASF / 19 STATIONS = 25 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS

503 ASF / 20 STATIONS = 26.6 ASF/STATION
60" x 18" TABLES
GROUPWORK/DESIGN

OCCUPANCY: 1-20

580 ASF / 20 STATIONS = 29 ASF/STATION
60" x 18" TABLES

602 ASF / 20 STATIONS = 30 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES

548 ASF / 20 STATIONS = 27.4 ASF/STATION
60" x 30" TABLES
SEMIPAR

OCCUPANCY: 1-20

532 ASF / 19 STATIONS = 28 ASF/STATION
60" x 30" TABLES

644 ASF / 19 STATIONS = 34 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES

594 ASF / 19 STATIONS = 31.3 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES
DISCUSSION - Flexible Groups

517 ASF / 20 STATIONS • 26 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS

473 ASF / 19 STATIONS • 25 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS

517 ASF / 20 STATIONS • 26 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS

505 ASF / 19 STATIONS • 26.5 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS (NODE CHAIRS)
445 ASF / 33 STATIONS = 13.5 ASF/STATION
THEATER SEATING
LECTURE - Tables & Chairs

700 ASF / 30 STATIONS = 23.3 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES

780 ASF / 32 STATIONS = 24.4 ASF/STATION
60" x 30" TABLES

837 ASF / 30 STATIONS = 28 ASF/STATION
60" x 30" TABLES

756 ASF / 30 STATIONS = 25.2 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES

OCCUPANCY: 21-32
GROUPWORK/DESIGN

715 ASF / 32 STATIONS = 23 ASF/STATION
60" x 18" TABLES

822 ASF / 32 STATIONS = 26 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES

695 ASF / 32 STATIONS = 22 ASF/STATION
60" x 30" TABLES

675 ASF / 32 STATIONS = 21 ASF/STATION
60" x 30" TABLES

OCCUPANCY: 21-32
SEMINAR

915 ASF / 31 STATIONS = 29.5 ASF/STATION
60" x 30" TABLES

790 ASF / 32 STATIONS = 25 ASF/STATION
60" x 30" TABLES

1,065 ASF / 31 STATIONS = 34.4 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES

760 ASF / 33 STATIONS = 23 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES

OCCUPANCY: 21-32
DISCUSSION - Flexible Groups

OCCUPANCY: 21-32

730 ASF / 32 STATIONS = 22.8 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS

730 ASF / 32 STATIONS = 22.8 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS

1,025 ASF / 32 STATIONS = 32 ASF/STATION
TABLET CHAIRS - SIMILAR TO "NODE"

590 ASF / 32 STATIONS = 28 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS
595 ASF / 51 STATIONS = 11.6 ASF/STATION
THEATER SEATING
GROUPWORK/DESIGN

OCCUPANCY: 33-50

1.065 ASF / 48 STATIONS = 22 ASF/STATION
60" x 18" TABLES

1.170 ASF / 48 STATIONS = 24.4 ASF/STATION
60" DIA. TABLES
DISCUSSION - Flexible Groups

OCCUPANCY: 33-50

1,020 ASF / 50 STATIONS = 20.4 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS

945 ASF / 48 STATIONS = 20 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS

1,020 ASF / 50 STATIONS = 20.4 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS

1,085 ASF / 48 STATIONS = 22 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS (NOGE CHAIR)
LECTURE - Tables & Chairs

OCCUPANCY: 51-100

2,000 ASF / 98 STATIONS = 20.4 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES
LECTURE - Tablet Arm Chairs

OCCUPANCY: 51-100

1.525 ASF / 101 STATIONS = 15 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS
GROUPWORK/DESIGN

OCCUPANCY: 51-100

2,400 ASF / 102 STATIONS = 23.5 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS (NODE)

2,400 ASF / 102 STATIONS = 24 ASF/STATION
60" DIA. TABLE
LECTURE - Theater Seating

OCCUPANCY: 101-150

1450 ASF / 151 STATIONS = 10.6 ASF/STATION
THEATER SEATING
LECTURE - Tables & Chairs

OCCUPANCY: 101-150

1,890 ASF / 98 STATIONS = 19.3 ASF/STATION
60" x 18" TABLES
LECTURE - Tables & Chairs

OCCUPANCY: 101-150

3.530 ASF / 151 STATIONS = 20 ASF/STATION
60" x 18" FIXED TABLES (TIERED)
LECTURE - Tables & Chairs

OCCUPANCY: 101-150

Alternate - Two Tables Per Tier - Easier Active Learning in Large Capacity Classrooms
LECTURE - Lecture + Active Learning  OCCUPANCY: 101-150

3,325 ASF / 154 STATIONS = 21.6 ASF/STATION
60" x 24" TABLES
GROUPWORK/DESIGN

OCCUPANCY: 101-150

3,180 ASF / 144 STATIONS • 22 ASF/STATION
80" DIA. TABLE
DISCUSSION - Flexible Groups

OCCUPANCY: 101-150

3,935 ASF / 156 STATIONS = 24.5 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS (NO/E)
DISCUSSION - Flexible Groups

OCCUPANCY: 101-150

2,230 ASF / 144 STATIONS + 16 ASF/STATION
TABLET ARM CHAIRS (NODE)